The Regional Bureau for Africa (RBA) is UNDP’s largest Regional Bureau covering 46 countries in Sub Saharan Africa. We are at the frontlines of delivering UNDP’s Renewed Strategic Offer in Africa – deploying innovative regional and country level development solutions to unleash Africa’s promise. Teams at RBA are with research, analysis, programming and implementation – to deliver on the mandate of accompanying governments and peoples to produce resilient nations, empowered lives.

JANUARY HIGHLIGHTS

The results are in! UNDP’s Peoples’ Climate Vote polled over a million people in 50 countries, half of them under 18. The world’s biggest public opinion on climate change confirms that people think climate change is an emergency, and something must be done about this.

Our country office in the Central African Republic won gold in UNDP’s Gender equality seal award! UNDP’s CAR country office achieved a remarkable score of 85% by integrating gender equality into all aspects of their work, such as in the fight against Sexual Violence against Women and Children.
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11 February | Launch of the Africa Borderlands Centre
REGISTER for the event HERE

A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR

Welcome to the RBA Monthly Digest! In theory, pandemics are levellers – anyone can catch a virus. In practice, poverty, inequality and marginalization have resulted in highly differentiated impacts. Africa has been disproportionately affected with 88% of SMEs in LDCs substantially reducing operations. A stronger call to development actors requires accelerated action for the SDGs. We are redoubling efforts to accompany African governments and peoples in attaining the Africa we want – with prosperity for all.

Ahunna Eziakonwa

HOW WE WORK

The Regional Bureau for Africa (RBA) is UNDP’s largest Regional Bureau covering 46 countries in Sub Saharan Africa. We are at the frontlines of delivering UNDP’s Renewed Strategic Offer in Africa – deploying innovative regional and country level development solutions to unleash Africa’s promise. Teams at RBA are with research, analysis, programming and implementation – to deliver on the mandate of accompanying governments and peoples to produce resilient nations, empowered lives.
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